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‘Mapping the Unmappable?’ the Choreography Shared Material on Dying 
through the Lens of the Technogenetic Dancer. 
 
Jennifer Roche 
DRHA Conference, University of Winchester 2013 
 
 
Recently I took up a dance lecturing post in the School of Media, 
Entertainment and Creative Arts at Queensland University of Technology, 
Brisbane, which is situated in the Creative Industries Faculty. In so doing, I left 
the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance at University of Limerick, a 
department steeped in a living relationship to culture and the role that dance 
plays within this.  The move has shifted my perspective of dance somewhat, 
bringing me from the weighted embodiment of cultural practice and history to 
a lighter, brighter and less weighted present that imagines a future less 
encumbered by history and its impact on the body. In the Creative Industries 
faculty, there is a focused move towards embracing new technologies within 
teaching and research, indeed, the seeds of this paper came at a staff 
meeting when we were asked who among us was currently or potentially 
interested in working with digital technologies.  
In previous research, I have explored the dancer’s creative practice 
within the choreographic process, articulating the dancer’s subjective 
experience through text but I have been interested in furthering this 
exploration for some time with the help of digital technology. This is the 
moment where I own my naiveté about this field having had very little first 
hand experience of working with technology. However, I have seen a number 
of collaborations between dance and technology that have piqued my interest, 
including work undertaken by Kym Vincs at MotionLab in Deakin University, 
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Melbourne where she is archiving Australian indigenous dance through 
motion capture among other projects. Also, work being undertaken by Ruth 
Gibson in collaboration with Sarah Whatley from Coventry University for the 
AHRC Creative Fellowship entitled, ‘Capturing Stillness: visualisations of 
dance through motion capture’. This involves using motion capture to build a 
data bank of the movement of expert dancers. At the recent Dance and 
Somatic practices conference Whatley explained,    
 
Motion capture can participate in what might be termed the 
poetics of the moving, sensing body in dance; providing a tool 
that offers another way of bridging between ‘self’ and ‘other’, 
between the visual and the kinaesthetic, generating 
visualisations that reconfigure the temporal properties of 
dance and feeding back to the dancer her sense of 
embodiment, place and presence. 
                  Whatley 2013 
 
The exciting aspect about these explorations for me is that dance is centrally 
the subject of the research and technology is serving the inquiry rather than 
the opposite way around. This shows a shift in perspective since Erin 
Manning’s (2009) critique of approaches to collaborations between dance and 
technology where she described technology as a prosthetic that constrains 
the dancer's movement by inducing a collapse into stability. According to 
Manning, this means the dance must remain stable and somewhat predictable 
in order to create a consistent platform from which data can be gathered. 
Manning (2009:62) writes about the ‘unmappable virtuality’ of the dancer’s 
movement and this is the area I am delving into for this presentation. She 
(2009:62) says:  
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Rather than molding the body to the measure of motion-
detecting technology, I propose we begin with pure plastic 
rhythm, situating the sensing body in movement in a mutating 
matrix of technological becoming. Let’s call this body-
emergent technogenetic.  
        Manning 2009:62 
 
 
In this paper I will be outlining for you the different methodologies I 
encountered and some of the outcomes of my short forays into the activities of 
my technogenetic emergent body when dancing the piece Shared Material on 
Dying by Liz Roche. This is an exploration into how to draw out the other 
layers of experience, the unseen configuring through which I, as a dancer 
produce the work in an emerging present. Cynthia Roses Thema (2007) 
explains this interaction with the emerging present in dance through her 
interpretation of Antonio Damasio’s theories on how embodiment is 
experienced. She (2007:3) says that it is mapped as ‘on-line’—‘in the moment’ 
event. It is registered as it is happening and alters from moment to moment 
because ‘the internal milieu changes from second to second’.  
In this way, she describes how the dancer is in relationship to an 
unstable and shifting internal and external terrain. Attention on the dancer’s 
perspective unfolds deeper understandings of how dance is produced. This 
seems to be an obvious statement but in fact, the dancer’s first-hand 
experience of dancing is still somewhat under explored within dance studies, 
which tends to prioritize the choreographer’s voice and/or external readings of 
dance works.  Perhaps this is to do with the ‘expert practitioner’ status of the 
dancer, to borrow the term from Susan Melrose (2009). The dancer 
possesses a range of sophisticated embodied knowledge that few others 
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have access to when this advances beyond a certain level. I question whether 
it is the emersion in the complexity of internal milieu that is somewhat 
overwhelming and makes it challenging for dancers to describe movement 
experiences. It is almost too full to be expressed through language. As Roses-
Thema writes,   
 
The dancer learns to manipulate the body and create 
movement by speaking in the language of embodiment which is 
not linear, but simultaneous and synergistic. As a consequence, 
analysis of embodiment is fascinating, but difficult, if not at 
times impossible to represent in a sequential manner. 
   
Roses-Thema 2007:5 
 
 
 
Erin Manning (2009) describes the unstable and emergent moment before 
movement materializes as the preacceleration of the movement, when the 
potentialities of the gesture collapse and stabilize into form. This form is 
transient, manifesting as a trace that dissolves as soon as it appears. It is this 
threshold of potentiality that is interesting to me, the moment before the dance 
happens and the configuring process of the dancer in bringing it into being.  
In his project, Synchronous Objects, choreographer William Forsythe 
captured the dance ‘One Flat Thing, reproduced’, to produce other 
manifestations of its choreographic structures from dance to data to digital 
object. In the endeavour to build the ‘traces of those ideas in the real world’, 
he questioned: 
 
Could it be conceivable that the ideas now seen as bound to a 
sentient expression are indeed able to exist in another durable, 
intelligible state? 
                                                                Forsythe 2011:91 
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Forsythe is primarily focused on the choreography as an organizing 
principle and how it could be extracted from the dancer’s manifestation of the 
work. I am interested in mining the constituent elements that are embedded in 
the schema of a dance, that is, the associations, sensations and spatio-
temporal reference points that have been incorporated over time and produce 
the work in the real world.  The reason I question whether the internal 
experience of the dancer is unmappable is that it will always be achieved 
through representation in another medium leaving the outcome in the realm of 
interpretation. In as much as I can fantasize about transferring this data 
seamlessly into other media, Hayles (1999:3) points out the futility of this 
endeavour, despite the tendency within the posthuman viewpoint, as she 
describes it, to imagine that, 
there are no essential differences or absolute demarcations 
between bodily existence and computer simulation, cybernetic 
mechanism and biological organism, robot teleology and 
human goals.  
               Hayles 1999:3 
 
 So, in researching how to map my inner experience in dancing this work I 
engaged in a number of approaches. But let me first describe the work. This 
piece is entitled Shared Material on Dying and is choreographed by Liz Roche 
and danced by Liz Roche, Katherine O’Malley and me. We dance the material 
in unison together but I am in the centre of the stage and the only dancer who 
is fully lit. Therefore, it is a solo embodied by three dancers. It was first 
performed at the Dublin Dance Festival in 2008 (this is a recording of that 
performance) and we have subsequently danced it in numerous venues in the 
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UK, Europe and the US, including DancEurope at South Bank Centre, London 
2008, Capital Nights Festival, Liverpool 2008, Centre for Movement Research, 
New York, 2009, Massachusetts Festival of the Arts, Holyoke (US), 2009, 
Tanzmesse, Dusseldorf, 2011 and Dance Exchange, Birmingham 2013.   
In the most recent program note, I say most recent, as the piece has 
evolved over the five years of performances, it is described by Liz Roche in 
the following way:   
 
The notion of an 'I', perceiving, performing, in a universe, with multiple and 
maybe infinite 'parallel' universes in which non-exact copies of that 'I' perceive 
and perform is intriguing, alarming and strangely comforting against the 
appalling aloneness of the individual 'Ego'/'I. This trio/solo dance explores the 
idea of this passing of a moment of insight and remembrance. The moment 
itself may have little or no conscious significance or on the other hand may 
the most important moment of your life. 
 
 
The different approaches I used to draw out the inner experiences of 
performing this piece were:  Written accounts from the other two dancers and 
me on this particular movement section. I asked them to reflect on the 
following:  
o The technical aspect – what is the body doing i.e. weight transfers to 
the outside of my right foot, left knee bends as I step forward on left 
leg.  
o The visual aspect – how do you visualize the dance before and during 
your enaction of it? Also are you aware of a distance between this 
virtual projection and your actual body in movement?  
o The associative aspect – what are the stories/memories/qualities that 
are embedded in the movement – i.e. tuning into the narrative element.  
 
Liz’s Account: 
 
As we are standing waiting to begin the movement I have to 
visualize the three small sections in succession and confirm to 
myself that I am clear about the sequencing. The three are 
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versions of each other so I can get confused. At one point I was 
last in line but recently have been the head of the line so it is my 
responsibility to get it right. 
Wait – for a slightly longer than comfortable amount of time. 
Weight shifts to left foot. I sing the rhythm of the movement to 
myself as we are doing it. When my elbow dips with my right side 
ribs there is a sensation that I can identify and gauge as 
“correct”. Hold. Release hand. All energy goes to right heel and 
as I travel slowly backwards -that sensation in my heel travels up 
the side of my right leg as far as my right ear – check spacing in 
relation to my centre mark on the stage - and I am standing 
again on both feet. 3 steps to end. Must remember to relax my 
feet and breathe peppered with “just do the thing – not that big a 
deal – be light with it”. 
Re-check the sequence again before moving. Decide not to 
cough or think about the silence. 
Remember that the next one turns. 
 
 
Katherine’s Account 
 
Suspended, joined intentionally, waiting. 
Pelvis moves, gently swings right and pours weight into the right 
foot, arch bridging the floor - it helps me stand. 
Left hip joint dips, softening and bending the left knee to step first 
step forwards carried by the girls ahead of me. 
We're part of the material, something that stretches, ties 
and supports us to be part of the same.  
Transferring all the weight to the left foot, folding in the right knee 
influencing the right hand to curl and draw up they reference 
each other - right wrist (I think of a rearing horse) - right knee 
leads, soft on the ball of foot and then stepping right, the wrist, 
arm drops opening the torso with a swing to enjoy a moment of 
abandon - as soon as it arrives I know it's over and I follow the 
girls forwards again with the knuckles of my right hand along a 
similar landscape, at the end of this where the arm curls 
overhead I feel us all solidify. I think of a sickle.  
We wait here I remember waiting here with Lizzy in the studio, 
we didn't know what was going to happen next. Then she lets her 
hand drop open, fingers drip towards the floor and we dissolve 
back stepping back on ourselves -retreating to watch the space 
the right hand falling into the space in front of us. Waiting. 
I feel that my gaze can rest more comfortably on Jenny now and 
there is a blueprint of the messages from moments before to 
guide me so I feel ready. 
 
My Account 
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My weight drops into the right foot and before I step to the left my 
right wrist engages, ready to undertake the circular action. I 
visualize the final position – the place that I have to reach.  
The first step feels constructed of numerous corrections by Liz. 
Keep spine lengthened before moving – as I transfer weight to 
the right leg. I tune into Katherine ahead of me. I move slowly 
enough to catch the beginning of her movement. Weight 
transfers to the outside of the foot as left knee bends. Step 
forward and right ball of foot drags along floor as knee opens, 
elbow circles back further than leg. This is the result of lots of 
adapting and changing, the corrections constructing the shape.  
Starting the movement with the other two, when I arrive at the 
shape, I find them again in momentary stillness. I release the 
hand and a chugging rhythm comes into my mind. Sometimes I 
articulate it through sound to give a sense of continuity as the 
positions backwards feel weak, less anchored in clear places – a 
transition moment as I move back to the beginning position.  
 
 
 
I also engaged in a reflective interview process introduced to me by Nicole 
Harbonnier, at the Dance and Somatic Practices Conference, called an 
‘explicitation interview’ from the work of Pierre Vermersch. This technique 
involves an introspective verbalization of performed actions, be they physical, 
perceptive, or mental as a means of accessing subjective lived experience. 
Through this interview, I was able to access some of the wider contextual 
information from a specific performance of the piece including spatio-temporal 
information and a sense of my performance quality. Focusing on a specificity 
is very important for the interview, in order to tune in directly to the past 
movement experience. This resonates with Hayles’ (1999:49) description of 
embodiment as ‘always instantiated, local and specific’. Through this interview 
process, which uncovered the experience in minute detail, I had flashes of 
memory images from dancing the work. I was aware of seeing the mark on 
the dance floor, which orientated my movement, also of seeking out the other 
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two dancers in space to align myself with them. I re-lived sensations of 
balancing and my conscious perception, which was tuned into the movement 
but extended beyond my body into the space.  
At QUT, I worked with Paul Van Opdenbosch in a portable motion 
capture suit Xsens MVN Inertial Motion to capture the movement in its purity.  
This gave me an experience of moving my body as other as I watched my 
movement abstracted and represented on screen. However, this sensation 
was strangely familiar, as it reminded me of dancing my body as a mode of 
communication with an external audience, through the technological construct 
of dancing. This gave me a visceral sense of the relationship between my 
intention to move, its mediation by movement technique and its manifestation 
in the real world. 
The purpose of this exercise was to experiment with methodological 
possibilities that would point towards a new direction for me. The multi-
dimensional nature of dancing experience requires a platform that can 
illustrate multiple representations and I am currently exploring ways of 
achieving this through further research possibilities. My aim today was to 
outline the sophistication of the dancer’s experience and I have really only 
touched upon this idea and only begun to delve into this dance. I hope that it 
has given a sense of the complexity that occurs simultaneously in the 
performance of a movement moment.  
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